
A 1" exit HF driver using a 52mm voice coil - efficiency 110dB 1w/1m  
      

up top; 

in the midrange; 

1 x 10" bass/mid using a 76mm voice coil - efficiency 97dB 1w/1m
..... 

down below; 

the module

Single 15" using a 102mm voice coil - efficiency 98dB 1w/1m (half space)

Powersoft 3 channel module offering 1400w (LF) / 500w (MF) / 60w (HF). 

..... 
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J1510  System

Tremendous punch down below from the superb neo’ magnet 15" 
drive unit sets the standard for the entire system.

The J1510 System is a super compact four cabinet, two module 
rig designed to cover small and medium sized audiences and 
gatherings with the highest quality sound reproduction.

Add in the neo’ magnet, high efficiency 10" and the incredibly efficient 
1" driver, also with a 1" neo’ magnet fitted to a choice of 60° x 40° or 
90° x 40 HF horns, and you have a wide-bandwidth live or DJ rig 
capable of stunning performance.

It’s this versatility that sets Blue Acoustic apart from less capable rigs 
as we have proved in the past on numerous occasions. 

In addition the intelligent merger of superb design, excellent 
build quality and the use of superior, well matched components 
creates a high value, very reliable product.

The difference with the   rig is the level of Blue Acoustic J1510
expertise involved gained from many years within this industry.

So many small systems are essentially “pretty little boxes” built 
by manufacturers large and small who appear to have minimal 
user and design inexperience.

In contrast, we take the greatest care loading our systems with 
products built in Europe whilst our multi-layer birch plywood 
cabinets are built entirely in Shropshire. 
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